SUCCESS STORY

Niello BMW

SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA

Paul Suchanek, General Manager of Niello BMW, was
performing well in nearly every department at his luxury
brand dealership. But, to be even more successful, Paul
needed a way to take the new car side of the business
to the next level.
Wanting to reduce expenses and better manage his
multimillion-dollar new car investment, Paul turned to vAuto’s
new car solution, Conquest™.
Now armed with live market insights, Paul approaches
his new vehicle inventory like an investor, making precise
decisions that make his business more profit. Since working
with vAuto Conquest, Paul has been able to increase his
new car turn, meet ambitious OEM objectives and earn more
factory bonus money.

“vAuto Conquest is a fantastic hub
for everything new car.”
PAUL SUCHANEK / General Manager
Niello BMW

SUCCESS STORY

SMARTER STOCKING

MORE FACTORY MONEY

vAuto Conquest gives Paul insight into which new
vehicles, down to the color and combination, that
meet market demand. He can limit his aged inventory
and reduce his dealership’s monthly floor plan
expense.

With ambitious factory objectives, Paul and his team
rely on vAuto Conquest to make precise business
decisions that help them increase the likelihood of
earning their factory bonus money.

“ Not only do we use Conquest to build the vehicle
that we think will retail quickly in our market, but
we use it to decide which are the best new cars that
we’re bringing in that we can put into our service
loaner program. When they come out a few months
later, it’s the best used car in the market as well.”

“ BMW gives us a big objective every month, and
we get a lot of inventory from them that we have to
move to hit that factory money – that’s what keeps
us in business. So we use Conquest to balance out
our inventory. That’s a big part of hitting our factory
objective.”

WINNING DEALER TRADES

BETTER ONLINE MARKETING

Paul has the upper hand when it comes to any dealer
trade. vAuto Conquest gives Paul the ability to see
into the inventory of his top competitors and request
dealer trades proactively to create a fast-turning
inventory mix.

Paul takes advantage of strategic online marketing
in vAuto Conquest to create complete listings that
update automatically across all third-party websites.
Plus, Paul can track SRP and VDP engagement to
know when a hot car could bring in more gross.

“ The other thing I really like about Conquest is when
we do a dealer trade, we can use it to improve
our inventory by looking at our top ten dealers or
twenty dealers that we’re trading with, it lets us see
what they have and which car that they have that
would be best in our market.”

“ With Conquest I can see how many SRPs and VDPs
are on each vehicle, which cars are getting looks,
which ones aren’t. That helps us make decisions on
marketing the vehicle.”

WATCH PAUL’S STORY

Learn more at vAuto.com/NielloBMW
or by calling 888-536-4086.

